
DESCRIPTION
Rite-MuralTEX - a coated 7mil polyester fabric with an acrylic removable pressure sensitive adhesive on a 90# stay 
flat liner provides excellent stability, allowing for removability, repositionable and reusable of graphics on normal wall 
surfaces. Excellent printability using solvent, eco-solvent and UV digital inks on wide format digital printers.

APPLICATIONS
Rite-MuralTEX is designed for promotional application of decals and graphics to most types of painted interior walls, 
using flat, semi gloss or gloss paint finishes. Can be used in most promotional Wall graphics & short term outdoor 
applications. Decals may also be applied to sealed wall coverings. The surface must be smooth and clean prior to 
application. Rite-MuralTEX can be printed & or die-cut  using any Print & Cut devices (e.g. Roland, Mimaki -Print & Cut)
 PRINTABILTY
Removable Wall Stickers for Home, Kids Rooms, Nursery, Dorm Rooms, Offices, bedrooms, kitchens, bathrooms, 
lobbies, offices, businesses etc.

 

Note- Rite-MuralTEX is designed exclusively for use in Promotional -Advertising campaigns or budget jobs and therefore does NOT carry any warranty or guarantee either expressed or
implied of any kind. As we cannot anticipate or control conditions under which our products may be used and therefore cannot guarantee results obtained through their use.Testing of our
products should be made by users to determine the suitability of these products for a specific purpose. The products are sold without warranty, either express or implied. If a warranty is 
required for your specific project, then products that carries a Warranty should be used.Important: Media should always be tested by user for compatibility with their printer and Ink combination.

54” x 100’Available sizes:

Uses Removable, Repositionable, Reusable Wall decals 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

High Quality Digital Print Media

RITE - MuralTEX - Wall Decor

7 mil

RM-MT-54

www.rite-media.com

Description 7mil polyester fabric with acrylic removable, reposition adh.

Can be Printed & Cut for Wall decals & coverings.

Coated white polyester on a 90#liner.

Features

Finishes 


